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GROUP-A
1. Answer any four questions from the following

a) Write the structure of the producVmajor product in the

o
I

tt )--Mo "'B-3'"' - ? ii) ,-fo

2 x4=8

following reactions:

oo
H2C-SMe2

+?

b) Give an example ofa molecule possessing a chiral axis; designate its configuration in
R/S

c) Answer any two of the following
(i) Label the two H at the prochiral center ofethanol as pro-R / pro-S
(ii) Write the structure of (5)-cyclooctene
(iii) A stereoisomeric achiral molecule that cannot be called meso.

d) (i) What is AD mix cr?

(ii) Give the product when AD mix cr reacts with

,h6"orE,

e) For the given TGT provide a suitable retrosynthetic disconnection. In the retrosynthetic
arrow mention the Tf (s) (no need to provide a forward pathway).

f\--
oHc--t-// \c02Me

f) Write Woodward Hoffmann rules for cycloaddition reactions.

GROUP-B
2. Answer any @ questions 4 x4:16

a) Answer (I) or (II)

(I) Fumaric acid is first esterified with (-)-menthol and then the resultant diester is reacted
with Fe(CO)a. How many products are formed? Comment on the rH NMR signals of the
olefinic protons in the diester and the final product(s).

(II) How do you distinguish by THNN,IR 
studies the cis andtrans isomers ofiy'-benzyl-2,6-

dimethylpiperidine? Explain your answer.
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b) Write a[[ the isomers of CH:(CHBr)rCH: with Fischer projection formula. Designate C-3

center as stereogenic/non-stereogenic and chirotopic/achirotopic in each isomer. Also

label this center by R/S notation as appropriate.

c) Answer (I) or (II)
(l) Both the diastereomers of sulfone, RCH(SO2Ph)CIIR', yield upon treatment with

Na(Hg) a mixture of cis- and ,rons alkenes in the same proportion in which the trans

alkene predominates. Give a rnechanistic interpretation for this observation.

(II) Give an account of Schlosser modification of Wiftig reaction in which lrans-alkene is

stereoselectively formed from even the non-stabilised ylides.

d) Answer any one

(i). How do you achieve the given synthesis as shown below? Mention the proper reagents

and reaction conditions. Mention the name of Kev Tf olso

Me Ma

i -A- oHa\ 

- 

f -l-l
\rL"o,n v\_JrPh

(ii). How do you aehieve the given syrthesis as shown below? Mention the proper reagents

and re action conditions. Mention the nome of Kev Tf also (Shapiro Tf should be usecl)

I\ I\ri^- + fl-Fco.etry. ----i* /)-<
'b\

TGT

e) Write short notes on regioselectivity and site selectivity in pericyclic reactions.
What are cheletropic reactions? Give an example. 1.5 + 1.5 + 2

fl Write the product in each case and explain using FMO:

(i)

QCHa

) ,/"'oa(ll *
(ii)

2x2

e"r.o.)
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GROTTP - C
3, Answer any_two. questions

a) Answer anyfozr from the following

(V) Designate the stereogenic elements in each compound
two)
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8 x 2=16

4x2

H2O2lHOo

in terms of NS (attempt any

(I) Write the structure ofthe appropriate reagent and product in the following equations

"?PZ Threo- C3H7 CH(S|Me3)CH(OH)C3H7 + pl
(Pl and P2 are diastereomeric alkenes)

(lI) Give appropriate reagents for the following transformations

*H3BSMde2??-ror 
-&

(lII) Give an organoborans route to the synthesis of a moth sex pheromone (P) starting
from 6-acetoxyhex-l<ne and l-hexyne.

AcoH2C(H2c)s_ jCH2)3cH3 (p)

(lV) Draw the structures of organoborane (OB) and preferred T.S. (T) in the fotlowing
enantioselective transformation.

1oa) -----rl* g 
1

preferred

HIB . SMe2
(1.0 cquiv,)

THF

OH
I

,,(p()O<>""'E) "'H&"

(VI) Label all the methylene Hs as pro-rl/pro-S in citric acid molecule

HO2CCH2C(OH)(CO2H)CH2COTH (citric acid)

b) What is a cycloaddition reaction? Describe the characteristic features of a cycloaddition
reaction. What do you mean by endo selectiviff? Explain with a suitable example.

2+3+3

e.r.o.)
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c) Answer (i) and any two from (ii), (iii) and (iv).
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But

(i) Write down the stereochemistry of the final product in the following reaction:

(iii) How do you achieve the given synthesis as shown below? Mention the proper
reagents and reaction con ditions. Mention the name of Kev Tf also

"ffi--- lb
(iv) How do you achieve the given synthesis as shown below? Mention the proper
reagents and reaction conditions. Mention the name of Kev Tf g!&

d
TGT

(ii) How do you carry out the following synthesis?

,'o'. rroH\r+
l-ZHO OH

Threose

r ? NaNo2

..*oa + ?

frr, Hcl

(S)-Valine

,ttry
precursor
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